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A new kind of poker "Texas 6+" on RuPoker
and PokerDOM
Today the rooms RuPoker PokerDOM and there were tables new poker Texas 6+ which is a Texas
holdem with a deck of 36 cards instead of the usual 52. The game is a lot like a usual hold ' em but
unlike it has a number of features inﬂuencing the strategy of the game. At the moment to play Texas
hold'em 6+ over the 6-max tables on ruble limit from 24 to 1020. So what is this new form of poker
TX 6+ 6 Texas+ Holdem or 6+ this is the kind of Texas hold'em played with a deck of 36 cards from 6
to ACE. The gameplay and rules of this game is derived from Texas hold'em. The only diﬀerence
besides the number of cards in the deck is signiﬁcantly changed power combinations. For example
This summer Phil Ivey and Tom Dwan have already admitted that were actively involved in the game
in hold'em 6+ because it's more dynamic and fun NLHE. They even recorded a joint video interview
about Holdem 6+. According to them a new form of poker has very good prospects. So I contacted
the Manager on the development of the room RuPoker Arthur W to ask him a few questions on Texas
6+ and ask me about it and future plans of the room. What is the main highlight of the new form of
poker In fact, in Texas to 6+ cards less and therefore more likely to make a combination. This is an
active game but it is more aggressive than regular hold'em. Now our network has launched only 6max tables. In principle, to master TX 6+ can any player familiar with the rules of poker. The only
thing that players in Texas hold'em will have ﬁrst to get used to new strategies. Do you plan to
announce some promotions to mark the launch of TX 6+ In October to carry out actions speciﬁcally
for Texas 6+ we will not let the players know about a new form of poker and get to know him. In
November, maybe do the race. And in addition to the new form of poker what else awaits players
RuPoker in October Here I have two main trump card 1. Mission. In summary then the bottom line is
this strum away for a week to 2 times more raked than in the previous and get a cash prize. Missions
can take an unlimited number of times once met the conditions received a prize and can immediately
activate a new one. Simultaneously with this will go the wagering of bonuses and earn vip points. I
think it's a pretty interesting oﬀer for beginners and for professional players. 2. Classic BESTDEP.
Make any Deposit and get a 150$ 250 rubles at once, and the remaining amount in play bonus. In July
this stock has shown excellent results and now waiting for her good performance. Arthur why players
cost the game a try in RuPoker We strive for all players to be individual but
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